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 Whites Lane BS - Stage 1 
 Whites Lane BS - Stage 2 
 Mickleham Road BS - Section 4 
 Gallantry Avenue BS - Stage 3 
 Highlands Lake BS - Stage 3 
 Highlands Lake BS - Stage 4 
 Aitken Creek NW BS 
 Highlander Branch Sewer - Stage 2 
 Highlander Branch Sewer - Stage 3 
 Aitken Hill BS 

 Development occurring within the catchment of Greenvale Reservoir will incur additional servicing 
conditions from Yarra Valley Water to satisfy the Greenvale Reservoir Risk Management Plan established to 
protection the reservoir catchment. The ES09 overlay plan defines the area that will attract these special 
conditions. 

  
Integrated Water Management- 

 DELWP’s Vicmap Hydro database identifies two Streams within the Craigieburn West PSP that are not yet 
recognised as an ‘Area of Cultural Sensitivity’ because they have not yet been formally named. These 
waterways have a cultural significance identified by the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Cultural Heritage 
Aboriginal Corporation. It is recommended that these streams be named in Woi Worung language and 
afforded the same cultural heritage status, under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, as named waterways. 
The identified waterways are the stream running eastward approximately 100m north of Craigieburn Road 
and the stream running southward crossing Olivers Road. (see attached picture/pdf where blue lines are 
unnamed waterways and green zones are areas of cultural sensitivity)  
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If you required any further information regards YVW servicing this PSP or any clarification of the above, please let 
me know. 
  
We look forward to ongoing discussion regards servicing of this development 
  
  
  
  
Kevin Dawson 
Development Planning Lead 
Lucknow St, Mitcham, Victoria 3132 
T:+61398721474 M:+61419535918 
E:Kevin.Dawson@yvw.com.au 
 
Yarra Valley Water values and supports flexible working. If you receive this email outside your normal working hours, please be reassured that I don’t expe       

 

 
 
We proudly acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land on 
which we work and live, and pay respect to their Elders past and 
present. We also acknowledge and pay respect to other Elders  
within the community.  
 
CAUTION - This message may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee named above. If you are not the intended 
recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this message is prohibited. If you have received this message 
in error please notify Yarra Valley Water immediately. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the views of 
Yarra Valley Water. 
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